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This paper studies the influence of road camber on the stability of single-track road
vehicles. Road camber changes the magnitude and direction of the tire force and moment
vectors relative to the wheels, as well as the combined-force limit one might obtain from
the road tires. Camber-induced changes in the tire force and moment systems have
knock-on consequences for the vehicle’s stability. The study makes use of computer simu-
lations that exploit a high-fidelity motorcycle model whose parameter set is based on a
Suzuki GSX-R1000 sports machine. In order to study camber-induced stability trends for
a range of machine speeds and roll angles, we study the machine dynamics as the vehicle
travels over the surface of a right circular cone. Conical road surfaces allow the machine
to operate at a constant steady-state speed, a constant roll angle, and a constant road
camber angle. The local road-tire contact behavior is analyzed by approximating the
cone surface by moving tangent planes located under the road wheels. There is novelty in
the way in which adaptive controllers are used to center the vehicle’s trajectory on a
cone, which has its apex at the origin of the inertial reference frame. The results show
that at low speed both the weave- and wobble-mode stabilities are at a maximum when
the machine is perpendicular to the road surface. This trend is reversed at high speed,
since the weave- and wobble-mode dampings are minimized by running conditions in
which the wheels are orthogonal to the road. As a result, positive camber, which is often
introduced by road builders to aid drainage and enhance the friction limit of four-
wheeled vehicle tires, might be detrimental to the stability of two-wheeled machines.
DOI: 10.1115/1.2937140Introduction
The role of road camber on the stability of motorcycles is an
ssue that arises in the context of loss-of-control accident investi-
ations when high-speed cornering is involved. Superelevated
oads are commonplace, and their banking is designed primarily
o assist drainage and to improve the tire adhesion limit of four-
heeled vehicles. In the context of training, advanced police mo-
orcycle riders are taught about the influence of road camber on
ire adhesion using simple static-equilibrium-based ideas 1.
hey are taught that superevaluated cross fall has a favorable
nfluence on the vehicle’s behavior, because it makes the road
heels more nearly vertical relative to the road. The teaching in
ef. 1 does not extend to the role of camber on machine stabil-
ty, because this is a considerably more complex issue.
Our aim is to investigate the influence of road camber on the
rimary oscillatory modes of motorcycles. Insight is obtained
rom a high-fidelity computer model that has been developed for
his purpose. In “flat-road” models the tires’ normal load is paral-
el with the earth’s gravitational field, while the tires’ lateral and
ongitudinal forces are orthogonal to it. Similarly, the tires’ align-
ng moment is in the direction of gravity, while the overturning
nd rolling resistance moments lie in a horizontal ground plane. In
he case of cambered roads, the tires’ normal load is no longer
arallel to gravity, and the roadway is no longer horizontal or flat.
he model presented here studies the consequences of these
hanges in detail.
The earliest dynamic models for two-wheeled vehicles go back
ver a century and were developed in the context of the bicycle.
n the same way, early research on motorcycle dynamics was con-
ned to small perturbations from straight running and relatively
imple vehicle models. References 2,3 provide a comprehensive
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body type frame representations, and constraint-based tire repre-
sentations predict a single oscillatory mode known as “weave.”
Following the introduction of frame flexibility, and/or force gen-
erating tire models, a second oscillatory mode is predicted, which
is known as “wobble.” In the case that one or more of these modes
is stable, but lightly damped, the potential exists for undesirable
vehicle behavior. In later work, these models were extended to
include small perturbations from a steady-state cornering condi-
tion 4–9. It is clear from these studies that under certain operat-
ing conditions some of the machine’s modes can be lightly
damped, or even unstable. This theoretical work has been supple-
mented by extensive measurement programs 10–24.
The weave mode combines rolling, yawing, and steering in a
fish-tailing motion and is well damped at moderate speeds, but
becomes less so as the machine’s forward speed increases. The
natural frequency of this mode rises from zero at very low speed
to somewhere in the range of 2–4 Hz, depending on the mass and
size of the machine; the lower frequencies correspond to heavier
motorcycles. The wobble mode involves primarily a caster
shimmy type steering oscillation, and has an oscillatory frequency
that is essentially independent of speed and is normally in the
6–9 Hz range, the precise frequency being governed primarily by
the mechanical trail, the front tire cornering stiffness, and the front
frame steer inertia 25. Computer simulation studies indicate that
the torsional stiffness of the motorcycle frame at the steering head
determines whether a machine will be prone to wobbling at me-
dium speeds a compliant frame or at high speeds a stiff frame
26,27. In cornering, the lateral out-of-plane modes and the
in-plane modes associated with tire deflections and suspension
motions become coupled, as was first shown in any detail by
Koenen 4. The motorcycle becomes prone to resonant forcing,
which is induced by regular road undulations, when the displace-
ment forcing they produce is tuned to the lightly damped modes
of the machine. Moderate roll angles and high speeds are likely to
represent the worst case conditions 28.This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
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Downloackground to the motorcycle model that will be used in this
tudy. Some of the important characteristics of the standard prior-
rt motorcycle-rider system are described in Sec. 2.1. The model-
ng of cambered roads is described in Sec. 2.2, where the compu-
ation of road normals and tangent planes is described. The
tandard motorcycle model control systems are extended in Sec.
.3, where a new adaptive roll-angle control system is introduced.
single-wheel model that is used to study roll-angle equilibria
nd tire adhesion limits is introduced in Sec. 2.4 and analyzed in
ec. 2.5. This model is based on a “thick tire” and is used to study
orce and moment balances as well as certain aspects of the road-
ire contact geometry. The machine’s static stability limits are
tudied in Sec. 2.6. The influence of road camber on a high-
delity motorcycle model is analyzed in Sec. 3 with the conclu-
ions drawn in Sec. 4.
Motorcycle Model
2.1 Prior Model. The motorcycle model used in this study is
epresentative of modern road-going sports machines, and has a
arameter set that is based on the Suzuki GSX-R1000. The ma-
hine geometry is shown in Fig. 1, in which the motorcycle’s
even constituent masses are represented by dark circles that
ave a diameter that is proportional to the mass of the associated
ody. All the critical points mass centers, linkage pivot points,
nd so on are individually marked. The main frame is allowed
nrestricted translational and rotational motions. The swinging
rm, the monoshock linkage system, the rider, and front frame are
ll pinned to it. The rear monoshock suspension is restrained by
parallel spring and damper, while the front suspension is based
n a standard telescopic fork that allows linear in-line displace-
ents. The main frame is modeled as a single rigid body save for
torsional frame flexibility degree of freedom at the steering
ead—this freedom accommodates small angular displacements
hat are perpendicular to the steering axis. Aerodynamic influ-
nces are modeled using drag and lift forces, which are propor-
ional to the square of the speed. The road tires are treated as
wide,” flexible in compression, and care is taken to track dy-
amically the migration of both ground-contact points as the ma-
hine rolls, pitches, and steers. Both contact points, which are
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Fig. 1 Scaled diagrammatic side-view
configuration. The seven constituent
their radii proportional to their mass
model are individually marked. For exa
with its mass center located at p8.aken as the points closest to the road surface, will move laterally
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the center of the road-tire contact patch. The tire forces and mo-
ments are generated from the normal load, the tires’ camber angle
relative to the road, and the combined slip using “magic formalas”
29–32. The lateral compliance of the tires’ carcass is modeled
using standard linear time-varying relaxation length type tire mod-
els 31. Relaxation effects have a lagging influence on the gen-
eration of the lateral forces and aligning moments.
The machine’s trim state is controlled using feedback loops,
which control the steering torque and the drive to the rear wheel.
The drive moment is controlled using a proportional-integral con-
troller that acts on a speed error; this allows the vehicle to follow
an arbitrary speed reference. The steering controller is propor-
tional integral derivative in its general structure, and acts on a
roll-angle error. The steering controller allows the vehicle to
maintain a fixed roll angle, or follow a low-bandwidth roll-angle
reference signal. A motorcycle model incorporating all of the
above features has its origins in Ref. 5, and is extended in Refs.
8,9. The model is written in LISP and makes use of the multi-
body modeling code AUTOSIM 33 and can be obtained from the
website.2 The Autosim model can be configured to solve the non-
linear equations of motion, or it can be used to generate a sym-
bolic state-space representation that describes small perturbation
around a prescribed trim condition. For the purposes of this study,
both the tire and controller modeling had to be extended. These
extensions are described next.
2.2 Cambered Road Modeling. Suppose that the road over
which the vehicle will travel is described in Cartesian coordinates
by the differentiable road-surface function
Sx,y,z = 0 1
A general point P on the road surface S is denoted SP, and is
described by the vector
2
0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
isplacement, m
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steer axis
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f the motorcycle model in its nominal
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DownlorP = xPnx + yPny + zpnz 2
n which nx, ny, and nz are the standard basis vectors in a SAE
oordinate system. A normal to the surface at SP is given by
34, p. 285
SP =  SxPnx +  SyPny +  Sz Pnz 3
tangent plane TP, which contains the point SP, is described
y
r − rP,SP = 0 4
or any vector r−rP in TP. This follows from the fact that r
rP must be perpendicular to any normal to the plane.
In the context of the present study, we are particularly interested
n conical road surfaces, because they allow motorcycles to oper-
te at trim conditions that are characterized by a prescribed con-
tant speed, a constant roll angle, and a constant road camber
ngle. Figure 2 illustrates such a conical road surface and is de-
cribed by
Sx,y,z = x2 + y2 tan  + z = 0 5
unit-length normal at SP is given by
SP =  x sin x2 + y2Pnx +  y sin x2 + y2Pny + cos nz 6
f r defines a general point in TP, the vector r=r−rP is or-
hogonal to SP if it lies in TP. Thus, the tangent plane TP in
ig. 2 is defined by
x − xP
xP sin 
2 2 + y − yP
yP sin 
2 2 + z − zPcos  = 0 7
n0
ny
motorcycle traje
Fig. 2 The road surface used for cambered road sta
cone is inverted for positive camber angles in the ran
with the inertial axis nz, with its vertex at the origin n0 o
range 90 deg>Ð0, the motorcycle is assumed to r
trajectory. Only positive yaw rate operating conditio
which means that for positive roll angles the machine
rear-wheel ground-contact point is P. The actual rear-w
tangent plane T„P…; the normal to the plane T„P… is the
locally the road surface under the front wheel. The vec
vp
 is the velocity of P projected onto the ground planxP + yP xP + yP
ournal of Applied Mechanics
aded 11 Nov 2009 to 155.198.124.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEfor a general point x ,y ,zTP.
With these ideas in mind, the motorcycle model described in
Sec. 2.1 was modified to accommodate conical road surfaces. The
essential idea is to represent the road surface locally using tangent
planes that move under each of the road wheels. These planes are
characterized by normals computed at the nominal associated
with the nominal configuration ground-contact points. These
points are treated as fixed in the main frame’s body-fixed coordi-
nate system. Contact point excursions are then represented as mo-
tions over the two tangent planes, which are fully characterized by
normal vectors of the type given in Eq. 6. In the case of flat-road
models, these normal vectors are given by the static vector nz. For
the purposes of tire force and moment calculations, it is necessary
to compute normal loads and aligning moments in the direction of
Eq. 6. The tire camber angles are calculated relative to the
planes 7, rather than the horizontal ground plane. The lateral and
longitudinal tire forces, as well as the overturning moment act in
the plane described by Eq. 7 rather than the ground plane. These
changes are straightforward to implement by reworking the tire
kinematics calculations described previously in Ref. 9, for
example.
These ideas are further illustrated in Fig. 3, which show part of
a motorcycle road tire moving over an inclined road surface with
camber angle . As before, the motorcycle’s roll angle  is
defined relative to the inertial nz-axis. Under these conditions, the
tire camber angle is approximately −, and it is this angle that
informs the magic formulas of the tires’ camber angle status, and
it is this angle that generates the tires’ camber force. The normal
load is perpendicular to the road, and the lateral force lies in the
road surface.
nx
nz
tangent plane T (P )
∆r
rp
road surface S
y
P
r ∇SP
θ
r⊥p
v⊥p
ty studies is a right circular cone „as illustrated, the
90 deg>Ð0…. The central axis of the cone is aligned
he inertial reference system. For camber angles in the
on the interior surface of the cone along a circular
are considered „clockwise when seen from above…,
ans toward the central axis of the cone. The nominal
el ground-contact point is assumed to move over the
ctor SP. A second tangent plane is used to describe
rp
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tor2.3 Adaptive Steering Controller. Another challenge facing
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Downlohe motorcycle modeler, in the context of cambered road studies,
s the correct positioning of the machine relative to the cone.
hen seeking to achieve a fixed-speed, fixed-roll-angle, and
xed-camber-angle trim condition, the first objective is to achieve
he desired speed and roll-angle conditions. This can be done us-
ng known methods, but the center of the circular trajectory will
e at an arbitrary location in the ground plane. The new aspect to
he vehicle control problem is to move the fixed-speed fixed-roll-
ngle trajectory toward the nz axis so that it eventually rotates
round it. This problem was solved using the adaptive-reference
oll-angle feedback controller illustrated in Fig. 4. This scheme is
nformed by the fact that for a steady-state circular trajectory, the
adial position vector and the corresponding velocity vector are
rthogonal to each other. Intuitively, if an origin-centered trim
rajectory is to be achieved, one should steer toward the origin if
he angle between the position vector and the velocity vector is
reater than 90 deg, and away from it if the angle is less than
O
Mg
Mv2/r C
lo
θ
φ
(φ− θ)
ρ
Fy
Fz
ig. 3 Contact between an inclined road surface and a motor-
ycle tire in a single-wheel model. The total mass of the ma-
hine and rider is M, the total weight is therefore Mg, and the
entripetal force is Mv2 /r. The tire crown radius is , and the
istance between the motorcycle’s mass center C and the cen-
er of the tire crown is lo. The road camber angle is , while the
otorcycle roll angle is ; the motorcycle comes out of the
age for positive yaw rates „˙ >0…. The tire’s normal load and
ide force are given by Fz and Fy, respectively, and are applied
t the contact point O. The force Fz is normal to the road sur-
ace, while Fy is tangent to it.
φref(1 + ks < r
⊥
p ,v
⊥
p >)
Σ K(s)
Ts
φ
ig. 4 Roll-angle feedback loop used in the simulation model.
he steering torque Ts is generated from the difference be-
ween the roll angle  and the adaptive roll angle reference
ref„1+ksŠrp ,vp‹…; rp and vp are defined in Fig. 2. If the motor-
ycle is moving toward the inertial axis nz, the adaptive gain
erm ksŠrp ,vp‹ adjusts the roll-angle reference so as to steer
he machine away from it. Conversely, if the motorcycle is mov-
ng away from nz, the adaptive gain term ksŠrp ,vp‹ steers the
achine toward it. The adaptive roll-angle term thus has the
ffect of centering the machine trajectory on nz and becomes
oncontributory once the machine’s trajectory has been cen-
ered; in this event, Šr ,v‹=0.p p
61020-4 / Vol. 75, NOVEMBER 2008
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steering is required. These ideas are implemented in the adaptive
control system illustrated in Fig. 4, which “adapts” the roll-angle
reference to the correction term ksrp

,vp
. The gain ks is con-
stant, and ·, · represents the inner product between the machine’s
position and velocity vectors projected onto the ground plane.
Clearly, as the angle between rp
 and vp
 passes through 90 deg,
the sign of the inner product term changes. The stability of the
system is obviously crucial, but a formal stability analysis appears
prohibitively difficult to carry out. It turned out that this loop is
easy to tune by trial and very effective in terms of its operation.
Figure 5a shows the machine being moved by the adaptive ref-
erence scheme from an arbitrary ground-plane position to an
origin-centered orbital trajectory. Figure 5b shows the machine
operating under full feedback control as it slowly accelerates up
the conical road surface. The roll angle is maintained at a constant
reference value of =0 deg, while its speed is increased at a
constant acceleration of 0.005 m /s2.
2.4 Single-Wheel Model. Cambered road surfaces in combi-
nation with profiled tires make the prediction of viable operating
conditions a nontrivial exercise. In order to establish if a particular
operating condition represents a potentially stable equilibrium, we
will study the conditions required for a roll-angle equilibrium as
well as the possible violation of the road-tire adhesion limits. To
do this, we will make use of the simple single-wheel model illus-
trated in Fig. 3, in which both road camber and tire profiling are
taken into account. This single-wheel model is reminiscent of the
inverted-pendulum type model described in Ref. 35, but with the
steering locked in the straight-running position. In the context of
this model, the important parameters are the tire profile and fric-
tion limit, the location of the machine’s mass center, the road
camber angle, and the machine’s roll angle and speed. The dis-
tance lo+ is the height of the machine’s mass center above a
level road surface when it is in its nominal configuration. The
parameter  is the single-wheel tire crown radius and must be
chosen to represent both wheels. It should be emphasized that this
simple model can only be used for a restricted range of purposes,
and when such things as the wheel’s gyroscopic moments are
justifiably neglected. Care has been taken to cross check the utility
of this model with the high-fidelity model described in Sec. 2.1. In
order to compare the single-wheel abstraction with the high-
fidelity model, representative values for lo and  are required. For
present purposes, we have set  equal to the average value of the
front and rear tire crown radii: = 0.095+0.06 /2=0.0775 m.
One can then find a value for lo from the height of the machine’s
mass center. In its nominal configuration, the height of the mass
center of the whole machine above the ground is l=0.5091 m,
which gives lo= l−=0.4316 m. Necessary conditions for a stable
steady-state roll equilibrium are studied next.
2.5 Equilibrium Modeling. Valuable insight into the influ-
ence of road camber on the steady-state tire force and moment
system can be obtained from simple static-equilibrium based cal-
culations. These calculations also provide insight into the ma-
chine’s stable domain of operation, which is limited by its static
roll stability and the tire friction limit. The machine has a stable
trim state for only a limited range of negative roll-angle condi-
tions; we will show that the precise conditions depend on the tire’s
crown radius and the tire friction limit. We begin by referring
again to the single-wheel model illustrated in Fig. 3 and then
resolve forces in the Fy and Fz directions, respectively. This gives
Fy = M
v2
r
cos  − Mg sin  8and
Transactions of the ASME
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u
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DownloFz = − M
v2
r
sin  − Mg cos  9
aking moments around the ground-contact point O gives
Mv2
r
lo cos  +  cos  = Mglo sin  +  sin  10
rom which it follows that machine trajectory has radius of cur-
ature
r =
v2lo cos  +  cos 
glo sin  +  sin 
11
nder trim conditions. Eliminating Mv2 /r from Eqs. 8 and 9
sing Eq. 11 gives
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Fig. 5 Adaptive roll-reference controller centering the moto
initial point „180, 150… in the ground plane, which is outs
cornering at 10 m/s with a roll angle of 15 deg; under these
simulation, the adaptive roll-angle reference gain is ks=5.0
cone with camber angle =5 deg. In this simulation, the mac
motorcycle roll angle maintained at =0 deg; this trajectory
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solid curve is computed using the high-fidelity model.
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Mglo sin − 
lo cos  +  cos 
12
which simplifies to
Fy
thin
=
Mg sin − 
cos 
in the case of a “thin” tire =0. In the same way,
Fz = −
Mglo cos −  + 
lo cos  +  cos 
13
or
Fz
thin
= −
Mg cos − 
cos 
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cle trajectory on nz. „a… The machine trajectory begins at the
the origin-centered equilibrium circle for the motorcycle
nditions, the equilibrium radius of curvature is 45 m. In this
0−4 „see Fig. 4…. „b… Motorcycle running on the surface of a
e accelerates from 5 m/s to 75 m/s at 0.005 m/s2, with the
gins at „0,0… in the ground plane.
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Downlon the case of a thin tire.
Figure 6a shows the approximate normalized tire side-force
alculated using Eq. 12 in comparison to the total normalized
ire side force computed using the high-fidelity model described in
ec. 2.1. The agreement is very good, and as would be expected,
y vanishes when the motorcycle tire is perpendicular to the road.
similar comparison appears in Fig. 6b, where the approximate
nd exact normal loads are compared as a function of camber
ngle. Again, as is expected, the normal load on the tires is at a
aximum when the camber angle is approximately =10 deg,
ith the exact figure coming from the solution to Eq. 13. Given
he accuracy of Eqs. 12 and 13 relative to the high-fidelity
odel, one would expect a similar level of veracity from Eq. 11.
his is indeed the case as has been confirmed by computation;
onfirmatory plots have not been included in order to save space.
2.6 Tire Adhesion Limits. For a stable static equilibrium, one
equires
limit 	Fy/Fz	 = 	lo sin − /lo cos −  + 	
r what is equivalent
	 − 	 arctanlimit + arcsin
 limitlo1 + limit2  14
hich simplifies to
	 − 	 arctanlimit
n the case of the thin tire. In condition 14, limit is the friction
imit, which faces its most demanding challenge when − is at a
aximum. In the case that limit=1.6, lo=0.4316 m, and 
0.0775 m, the friction limit requires 	−	58 deg+8.8 deg
66.8 deg; the tire profiling increases the admissible tire-road
amber angle by 8.8 deg over that achievable with an equivalent
hin tire.
If a stable equilibrium is to exist in roll, the following condi-
ion
lo sin  +  sin   0 15
ust hold, which places another restriction on the admissible val-
es of the machine roll and road camber angles. Condition 15
lso shows that stable cornering can be achieved, even if the ma-
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Fig. 7 Roll-angle stability limits. „a… Cond
limit is reached when the machine mass
tact. It follows from Eq. „11… that under the
approaches zero „r\… for all operating
condition lo cos+ cos >0 shows tha
when the centripetal force passes throug
condition can only be approached asym
tional force is ignored due to its negligib61020-6 / Vol. 75, NOVEMBER 2008
aded 11 Nov 2009 to 155.198.124.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEchine is running with zero roll angle, providing the tire generates
an overturning moment. As is clear from Fig. 3, a thick tire will
generate an overturning moment by virtue of its geometry. There
are two roll-related stability limits illustrated in Fig. 7 that will
now be analyzed. These limits correspond to the cases in which
the denominator and numerator of Eq. 11 vanish. The required
positivity of the moment arms in Eq. 10 and the path radius of
curvature enforce Eq. 15 as a necessary condition for a stable
static roll equilibrium. In the case that the left hand side of Eq.
15 vanishes, the machine will operate in the condition illustrated
in Fig. 7a, which corresponds to straight running on a static roll
stability boundary. In the case of a thin tire, which produces no
overturning moment, stable equilibria can only be supported by
non-negative roll angles. Since the moment arms in Eq. 11 rep-
resent non-negative distances, the following must hold;
lo cos  +  cos   0 16
In the limiting case that v2 /r→	, the quantity on the left hand
side of Eq. 16 tends to zero; see Eq. 11. This leads to a second
roll-related stability limit that can only be approached asymptoti-
cally; a physical interpretation of this operating condition is illus-
trated in Fig. 7b. The friction limits and the two roll-related
stability limits are combined in Fig. 8 to define the machine’s
stable operating region.
The extreme “wall of death” situation is considered briefly.
When =90 deg, Eq. 8 yields Fy =Mg so that
FzlimitMg 17
is required in order to keep the machine stable. Under these con-
ditions Fz=Mv2 /r, so that
v rg
limit
18
is required for stable equilibrium operation. In the case that r
=10 m and limit=1.6, the machine speed must be v7.83 m /s.
It should be pointed out that there is nothing “special” about a
camber angle of =90 deg, and other high camber angle condition
can be analyzed in a straightforward way. Figure 9 illustrates the
equilibrium machine roll angle as a function of v2 / rg. The
curves in Fig. 9a come from solving Eq. 10, with the corre-
θ
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ρ
− 90o
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v2/r
(b)
n „15… shows that one static roll stability
nter lies directly above the ground con-
conditions the machine’s path curvature
nts along this stability boundary. „b… The
static roll stability limit is approached
he ground-contact point. This operating
tically as v2 /r\; note that the gravita-
nfluence in this case.φ
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Downloponding machine operation condition illustrated in Fig. 9b,
here the resultant of the gravitational and centripetal forces pass
hrough the tire-road contact point. Observe how higher values of
oad camber angles require higher minimum values of v2 / rg and
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xist, the motorcycle must operate within the cross-hatched
egion illustrated. This region is defined by the following: a is
he friction limit given by −>−arcsin„limit / „lo„1+limit2 …1/2……
arctan„limit…, in which lo=0.4316 m, =0.0775 m and limit
1.6 are used for illustration; b is the friction limit given by 
<arcsin„limit / „lo„1+limit2 …1/2……+arctan„limit…. The limits a
nd b taken together come from Eq. „14…. The boundary c is
he vertical roll stability limit given by inequality lo sin
 sin Ð0, „see Fig. 7„a……; d horizontal roll stability limit given
y inequality lo cos+ cos >0 „see Fig. 7„b……. Under wall of
eath conditions, the road camber angle is given by =90 deg,
nd stable roll angles exist between =23.5 deg and roll
ngles approaching 90 deg.
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Fig. 9 Stable operation under wall of death type conditions.
was generated using Eq. „10… for three different road camber
corresponds to a camber angle of =70 deg, the dot-dash c
>90 deg, the vehicle traverses the interior of a noninverted con
condition −>−arcsin„limit / „lo„1+limit2 …1/2……−arctan„limit…
v2 / „rg…\ and the corresponding highest roll angles come fr
motorcycle in roll equilibrium against the wall of death; the re
tire contact point O.
ournal of Applied Mechanics
aded 11 Nov 2009 to 155.198.124.9. Redistribution subject to ASMElower machine roll angles that approach the boundary d in Fig. 8
asymptotically.
3 Results
The main results of this paper are now presented and comprise
root-locus diagrams, or plots derived from eigenvalue calcula-
tions, which were generated from a symbolic linearization of the
high-fidelity model described in Sec. 2. All the results are for the
open-loop machine, and so the drive and roll controllers are re-
moved from the linearized model used to generate the results pre-
sented here. The computation of the machine’s eigenvalues is a
two-step process in which the trim states are found prior to the
evaluation of the linearized model and the eigenvalue calcula-
tions. In the first stage of the process, the controllers described in
Secs. 2.1 and 2.3 are used to drive the nonlinear model into a
desired trim condition. Once the desired trim condition has been
established, the trim states are used evaluate the state-space A
matrices of the linearized models.
The first result, shown in Fig. 10, is a set of root-locus diagrams
for the machine operating at zero roll angle. The speed is in-
creased from 5 m /s to 75 m /s, with four road camber angles con-
sidered. Since the vehicle roll angle is =0 deg, it follows from
inequality 15 that only positive road camber angles can be con-
sidered. The zero road camber flat road curve is a familiar plot
that has been referred to in previous papers 8,9,36. It can be seen
from Fig. 10 that the wobble-mode frequency varies between ap-
proximately 47 rad /s and 57 rad /s, while the weave mode reso-
nant frequency varies between 9 rad /s and 28 rad /s. Apart from
relatively low speeds below 15 m /s, the damping of the wobble
and weave modes decreases with increased speed. The key obser-
vation from Fig. 10 is the fact that the damping of both the wobble
and weave modes decreases with increased road camber for
speeds below 30 m /s, while at high speeds, this trend reverses
and both the wobble- and weave-mode dampings increase with
increased road camber. In order to clarify the quantitative nature
of these trends, the real parts of the wobble- and weave-mode
eigenvalues, as a function of speed, are plotted in Fig. 11. Figure
mv2/r
mg
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φ
ρ O
Fz
Fy
(b)
shows the equilibrium roll angle as a function of v2 / „rg…, and
les, and with lo=0.4316 m and =0.0775 m. The dotted curve
e to =90 deg, and the dashed curve to =110 deg. For 
the lowest viable value of v2 / „rg… comes from the friction limit
undary a in Fig. 8…, while the limiting value associated with
the horizontal roll stability limit „boundary d…. „b… shows the
ant of the gravitational and centripetal forces act through the10
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Downlo1a shows that at low speed a road camber angle of 15 deg
ncreases the real part of the wobble-mode eigenvalue from ap-
roximately −5.0 to −4.3; at 15 m /s, it increases from −6.7 to
5.7; at 30 m /s, there is virtually no change, while at 75 m /s, the
rend reverses and the real part of the wobble mode decreases
rom −1.8 to −2.3 as road camber is introduced. The high-speed
rend is the most important, because at high speed the wobble-
ode damping is at its lowest, and the introduction of 15 deg of
oad camber causes the wobble-mode half-amplitude decay time
o increase by almost 25% from 0.3 s to 0.38 s. Figure 11b
hows that at low speed a road camber increase of 15 deg has
ittle or no effect on the weave-mode damping; at 15 m /s, the real
art of the weave-mode eigenvalue increases from −7.6 to −6.5;
here is no change in the weave-mode damping at 30 m /s, while
t 75 m /s, the real part of the weave-mode eigenvalue decreases
rom −0.3 to −0.9. Again, the high-speed trend is the most impor-
ant one from a safety perspective, because under these conditions
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ig. 10 Root loci for four road camber angles showing the
obble- and weave-mode eigenvalues as a function of speed.
he motorcycle roll angle is =0 deg, and the speed is varied
rom 5 m/s to 75 m/s. The highest speed is marked with a 
nd the lowest speed with a . The road cambers are anno-
ated as 0 deg, ; 5 deg, ; 10 deg, 	; 15 deg, .
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Fig. 11 Real parts of the wobble- and weave-mode eigenvalu
and a motorcycle roll angle of =0 deg. The real part of the w
weave-mode eigenvalue is shown in „b…. The road camber curve
61020-8 / Vol. 75, NOVEMBER 2008
aded 11 Nov 2009 to 155.198.124.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEthe weave mode is lightly damped and the introduction of road
camber causes the half-amplitude decay time to decrease from
2.3 s to 0.77 s. The overall conclusion is that the damping of the
high-speed wobble and weave modes both decrease as the vehicle
becomes more nearly perpendicular to the road surface.
Figure 12 shows a set of root-locus diagrams for the machine
operating at 5 deg and 15 deg of roll angle. Direct calculation
using Eq. 15 shows that at 5 deg of roll angle, the road camber
can be decreased to −29 deg without a loss of static roll stability.
Therefore, in comparison to Fig. 10, the range of road camber
angles investigated can be expanded to include adverse negative
road camber conditions. The key observation from Fig. 12a is
the fact that the high-speed damping of both the wobble and
weave modes is lowest at 5 deg of road camber, which is the
condition under which the tires are almost perpendicular to the
road. The damping of both modes then gets progressively higher
as the angle between the tires and the road increases. It will be
shown in a subsequent figure that this trend is insensitive to the
sign of the tire-to-road roll-angle increase. As before, at low
speed, both the wobble- and weave-mode dampings are greatest
when the road camber angle is 5 deg. Figure 12b serves only to
reinforce the observation that the high-speed weave- and wobble-
mode dampings are lowest when the road tires are perpendicular
to the road and that this trend then reverses at low speed. In order
to clarify the quantitative nature of these trends, the real parts of
the wobble and weave modes, as a function of road camber angle,
are plotted in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. In each case, the a
plot corresponds to 10 m /s, which is representative of the low-
speed behavior, while the b plots correspond to the 75 m /s,
which is representative of high speeds. At low speeds, it can be
seen that the wobble-mode damping is greatest when the road
camber angle and the machine roll angle are equal, or in other
words when the tire is perpendicular to the road. This is true of
each of the four machine-roll-angle test conditions. It is also in-
teresting to note that the damping of both modes is insensitive to
the sign of the tire-road camber angle. For the 5 deg roll-angle
case, the modal damping of both modes are very similar for road
camber angles of zero and 10 deg, 	−	=5 deg and is the same
in each case. Indeed, these plots indicate a direct relationship be-
tween the modal damping and the tires’ normal load, which is a
function of 	−	 rather than −; note that Fz is an even func-
tion of −; see Eq. 13. At high speed, the opposite is true in
that an orthogonal relationship between the tire and the road is
detrimental to the stability of the high-speed wobble mode. In the
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as a function of speed for four different road camber angles,
le-mode eigenvalue is shown in „a…, while the real part of thees
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Downloxtreme high-speed case corresponding to a machine roll angle of
5 deg, the wobble-mode half-amplitude decay time increases
rom 0.1507 s =−20 deg to 0.41 s =20 deg.
The road camber-related behavior of the weave mode is exam-
ned in detail in Fig. 14. As with the wobble mode, at low speeds,
t can be seen that the weave-mode damping is greatest when the
oad camber angle and the machine roll angle are equal, or when
he tire is perpendicular to the road. In the extreme case, at low
peed, which corresponds to a machine roll angle of 15 deg, the
eal part of the weave-mode eigenvalue increases from −6.8 at a
ositive road camber angle of =20 deg to −5.7 at an adverse
amber of =−20 deg. The important case corresponds to the
5 m /s high-speed situation when positive camber has a destabi-
izing influence on the weave mode. As with the wobble mode,
t high speed, an orthogonal relationship between the tire
nd the road is destabilizing. In the extreme high-speed case
orresponding to a machine roll angle of 15 deg, the weave-mode
alf-amplitude decay time increases from 0.46 s 
−15 deg to 2.48 s =15 deg.
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Fig. 12 Root loci for seven road camber angles, with a motor
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Fig. 13 Real part of the wobble-mode eigenvalue as a functio
The motorcycle’s forward speed is constant at „a… 10 m/s and
0 deg, ; 5 deg, ; 10 deg, 	; 15 deg, .
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aded 11 Nov 2009 to 155.198.124.9. Redistribution subject to ASMEThe concluding set of results is for a moderately high roll angle
of =30 deg. The central aim is to establish that the trends al-
luded to above hold good at higher vehicle roll angles. Figure 15
shows a set of root loci corresponding to a machine roll angle of
30 deg; the speed is increased from 5 m /s to 75 m /s, with seven
road camber angles considered. It is clear that the high-speed
weave-mode behavior retains its prior behavior with its damping
increasing as the tire-to-road camber angle increases. It is also
clear that the low-speed weave-mode damping is relatively insen-
sitive to road camber. It is not clear from this plot if there is a
low-speed trend reversal of the type observed earlier. The compu-
tation of the wobble-mode behavior at high roll angles proved
problematic, because despite extensive controller tuning, it is dif-
ficult to maintain a constant trim state under these operating con-
ditions. The overall trends are still clear. At high speeds, the
wobble-mode damping decreases as the tire becomes more nearly
orthogonal to the road, with this trend reversing at lower speeds.
Quantitative clarity is established in Fig. 16 where the real parts of
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le roll angle of =5 deg „a…, and =15 deg „b…. The speed is
a  and the lowest speed with a . The road cambers are
, ; 10 deg, 	; 15 deg, .
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Downlohe wobble- and weave-mode eigenvalues are plotted as a function
f speed for seven different road camber angles, and a motorcycle
oll angle of =30 deg. The a plot shows that the low-speed
obble mode is most damped for high positive camber and least
amped for high negative camber, with the 30 deg change in cam-
er angle decreasing the real part of the wobble mode from ap-
roximately −1.0 to −3.4. The wobble-mode damping then be-
omes relatively insensitive to camber at 40 m /s, with the
obble-mode damping trend again reversing at high speed. The
b plot shows that the low-speed weave-mode damping is insen-
itive to camber, with the real part of the weave mode increasing
rom −6.7 to −6.3 as the road camber is swept from 15 deg to
15 deg. This trend, such as it is, reverses at a speed of approxi-
ately 50 m /s. At 75 m /s, the weave-mode damping is lowest
or high positive camber and highest for maximum adverse cam-
er, with the change in the real part of the weave-mode eigenvalue
imilar to that observed in the zero roll-angle case.
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Fig. 14 Real part of the weave-mode eigenvalue as a function
The motorcycle’s forward speed is constant at „a… 10 m/s and
0 deg, ; 5 deg, ; 10 deg, 	; 15 deg, .
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ycle roll angle of =30 deg; the speed is varied from
m/s to 75 m/ s. The highest speed is marked with a  and the
owest speed with a . The road cambers are annotated as
15 deg, ; −10 deg, ; −5 deg, ; 0 deg, ; 5 deg, ; 10 deg,
; 15 deg, .
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The influence of road camber on motorcycle stability is an issue
that sometimes arises in loss-of-control motorcycle accident in-
vestigations. A typical scenario involves high-speed cornering on
a superelevated motorway. The overarching contribution of this
paper is to clarify the influence of road camber on the stability of
the two important oscillatory modes of behavior associated with
single-track vehicles known as wobble and weave. It must be
emphasized that the conclusions drawn pertain to a particular
class of high-powered sports motorcycles, and are not claimed to
be “true for all motorcycles.”
Contributions include a method of “forcing” a complex nonlin-
ear simulation model to operate stably at a prescribed fixed speed,
fixed roll-angle, and fixed road-camber-angle operating condition.
This involved a number of enhancements to an existing model
including the introduction of local tangent plane approximations
for a conical road surface. Separate tangent planes are required for
each of the road tires, since extensive force, moment, and power
balance testing established that one such tangent plane was inad-
equate at low speeds. It was also found necessary to introduce
adaptive references into both the roll-angle steering control loop
and the rear-wheel drive loop. The first of these adaptive refer-
ences was used to center the machine’s cornering trajectory on an
arbitrary prescribed point in the ground plane usually the origin
n0 of the inertial reference frame. Adaptation in the speed refer-
ence of the rear-wheel drive controller was used to remove per-
sistent low-frequency height oscillations that can occur as the ve-
hicle revolves around its cornering trajectory. This phenomenon is
at its most troublesome at large radii of cornering curvature.
Important insights are obtained from the simple static force and
moment balance calculations presented in Secs. 2.5 and 2.6. It is
believed that the single-wide-tire model presented represents a
good balance between fidelity and simplicity for the purposes to
which it is put here. These include the analysis of the way in
which the steady-state tire normal-load and side forces vary with
road camber, the calculation of the machine’s cornering radius of
curvature as a function of speed, roll angle and road camber angle,
and the quantitative characterization of the static roll stability
boundary. The veracity of this simple analysis was established by
comparison to the complex dynamic model presented.
The conventional wisdom as it is taught to advanced police
riders 1, which is based on simple equilibrium considerations,
focuses on achieving riding conditions that minimize steady-state
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the road camber angle for four different machine roll angles.
… 75 m/s. The motorcycle roll-angle curves are annotated asof
„btire side forces and maximize the tire normal loading. While this
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Downlos probably the best thing to do in the context of four-wheeled
ehicles, it is not necessarily the right advice to give to motorcy-
lists. It has been demonstrated by high-fidelity dynamic model-
ng that the damping of the high-speed wobble and the high-speed
eave modes are at their minimum when the road tires are verti-
al to the road. As the tire-road inclination angle increases, the
igh-speed wobble and weave-mode damping increases also. This
ncreased damping does not appear sensitive to the sign of the
ire-to-road inclination angle − and appears instead sensitive
o 	−	; see Figs. 13 and 14. It is therefore concluded that in-
reased tire loading has a destabilizing effect on the high-speed
obble- and high-speed weave-mode stabilities, because it too
ncreases with 	−	; see Eq. 13 and the simplification that ap-
ears immediately after it. At low speeds, these trends reverse and
he wobble and weave-mode dampings increase as the tires be-
ome more nearly vertical with the road. Under these more benign
onditions, the conventional police training advice appears to hold
ood.
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